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EMM is a small
contemporary toolbox

for integration of
ethnic instruments

within contemporary
and urban

contemporary music.
Knagalis is a synthesis

of today, tomorrow
and yesterday, giving
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us a specially tailored
sample library of

carefully and
thoroughly selected
instruments in our

everyday life. EMM is
designed to give you

the maximum
flexibility and

diversity, so that the
ethnic instruments can
be used together with
popular instruments
such as keys, electric
guitars, bass, drums,
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and of course,
synthesizers. With

EMM, you will be able
to create new

performances, sounds
and harmonies, the

result of which would
be impossible to get it

by a traditional soft
instrument approach.

EMM interface and
structure gives you a
complete control over
the synthesis process.

With EMM, you can
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combine and integrate
a lot of sounds,

arrange different
instruments, mic

sources and sounds
into any composition
you choose. Features:
- Whole sample library

"knagalis" - 88
instruments: In India
and Africa we have

many wind
instruments,

percussion, strings,
and other instruments:
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- Drum&Cymbals:
Veena, Duduk,

Bagpipes, Timbura,
Santoor, Tabla,

Nihuatani,
ChineseDrum,

Membranophone,
Gong, Tunbone. -
Strings: Sitar, Saz,
Sourav, Sarangi,
SindhiGuitar. -

Keyboard: Naru,
Nayak, Sarangi,

SarangiUkulele, Nao,
Mandolin, Mandouka,
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TurkishOud, etc. -
Harmonics:

Harmonics, "Vibrato" -
Resonance: Drone -

Acoustic: Guitar, Bass,
Amp, Dist, Reverb -

Effects: Stereo
Flanger, Micro Pad,

Stereo Reverb,
Harmonics, Tone,
Noise - Mono: -
Melodic pitch -

Sympathetic - Drone -
Sample Memory - Loop

- VSTi This plugin
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provide a fantastic
and realistic sound of

the instruments.
Better than any other
soundfont. Detailed
knagalis with bright
sound enable you to
play them perfectly.
Please contact us via

our contact form
Refunds will be issued

in full within 7 days
from your purchase
date Buy with a little
confidence, as this
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plugin is supplied with
the "Full 60 Day 100%

Satisfaction
guarantee"

Demos/samples are
available upon

request. Customers
also interested in

other Knagalis
samples may be

interested in

EMM Knagalis Patch With Serial Key Free

Sample Player The
genre of Sample
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Players is growing all
the time. Most of them
like Loopmasters are
quite cheap but are
very good pieces of

equipment. With EMM
Knagalis Crack Free
Download you don't

have to choose
between quality and

price. We had in mind
exactly the

demographic profile of
the real players.

Having a sound set, a
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grand selection of
presets, a label, a web

page, music
production kits and a

multi-genre library like
EMM, we found that a
Sample Player such as

this should be
available to all. EMM
Knagalis is similar to
other sample players
such as Loopmasters,
yet it has a lot more of

features and
possibilities. Unlike
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other Sample Players
we give you the

freedom to arrange
the sampled sounds in
as many ways as you
wish. You can select
from the available

preset scales and take
control over their
number, range,

velocity sensitivity and
micro tuning. Also,
you can define the

midi-knobs locations
and midi knobs
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controls, create your
own project, load your

own samples and
configure the three
tone layers (melodic

lead, sympathetic
resonance and drone)
in any way you want.

The three types
of'monophonic' sound

are very versatile,
allowing a great

diversity in the way
you play. Thanks to

our unique
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'Sympathetic Layer'
you can bring the
samples to life by

means of scale
transpositions, wah
effect and panning.

The Synthesizers, the
acoustic instruments,

the percussive
instruments are

extremely versatile,
allowing you to play in
many ways. In a few
words you can play

very different samples
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(sitar, tabla, mbira,
shamisen, banj, log

drum, and more). The
various types of drums
are extremely useful

for playing the
different raga, ārāngī

and mukhaṭu in a
deep and soulful way.
The frets and strings
can be used both for
left- and right-hand

playing. All these and
much more

instruments can be
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used in combination or
independently, making

possible many
different ways of

playing. EMM Knagalis
is an extremely

versatile and yet
flexible instrument. It
will provide hours of
fun and comfort. And
if you are into your

mixing and mastering,
you can take full
advantage of our
'Drone Layer' to
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quickly create your
own drum machines,

synthesizers and other
interesting sounds.

Drone Layer: In
addition to its sound
set the EMM Knag

b7e8fdf5c8
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EMM Knagalis Activation Code [32|64bit]

EMM Knagalis is a
specialized and multi-
featured synthesizer
for ethnic instruments
inspired by the
structural elements of
Sitar, the famous
Indian lute. Elements
such as drone, scale,
and percussive layers
taken from the world
of ethnic instruments,
as well as the
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Dashing, Resting, and
Chirping envelopes
provide opportunities
to create a complex
musical experience.
But this rich world of
sounds is not limited
to the sound set only.
Knagalis approach
also includes a
powerful, flexible and
feature full interface.
As a result of this
approach, Knagalis
has proved to be an
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ideal player for Indian
instruments, classical
instruments and
hybrid instruments.
The variety of modes
found in this
instrument combined
with the features
makes Knagalis the
ideal player to explore
several sounds and
scales. Many features
found in traditional
notation, such as
"chords inversion",
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"root inversion" and
"scale inversion" are
available in all modes,
while many such as
"intelligibility" are
available only in some
of the modes. A "Piano
mode" including
special "jaw harp" and
"bagpipe" presets, as
well as pre-set "Eja"
mode provide a great
value for use with
chromatic instruments
such as the classical
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zither, Indian flute and
Japanese koto.
Knagalis Approach for
integration: The
intricate structure of
Sitar requires many
slight nuances, such
as the amount of
drone heard or the
shading pitch of the
chords. Knagalis can
take into account all
these factors and give
a rich experience to all
of these instruments.
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To achieve this
purpose, Knagalis is
divided into 3 layers:
1) Lead sound, 2)
Sympathetic
emulation sound, 3)
Drone sound. The
Lead sound plays the
lowest string, while
the drone sound,
which adds to the free
floating sound, plays
the highest pitched
string. The synthesis
in the last layer is
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carried out using a
multitude of notes
from the scale, that is,
a single note played
on a string. In this
way, the key of each
scale is established in
the highest pitched
note to the lowest. We
have taken advantage
of the advanced
Emulator layers in the
Knagalis, and provided
additional functions to
create an organic
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sound to any mode.
We have added three
additional modes for
lead: 1) Lead
Monophonic (Legato -
10 notes/notes
played), with
"Portamento" and
"Release Time"
controls. 2

What's New In EMM Knagalis?

The instrument "EMM
Knagalis" a 16-voice
polyphonic synthesizer
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(with multifilter select
features) that is ideal
for soloing on Indian
instruments. Key
Features: · 3 types of
mono performance,
with pitch envelope
and portamento ·
Stereo Flanger and
Stereo Reverb effects.
· Micro Tuning by
means of an easy "one
click" menu, giving
you access to any
custom and ethnic
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tuning you wish · One
Voice Multisample
player · 12 Voices
Multisample player ·
Pitch Controls:
Semitone (-+12),
FineTune (-+100
Cents), Scale (micro
tuning) · Velocity
controlled Release
Time · Velocity
Sensitivity · Volume
Sample Programming
Examples: Pick up the
stick of an Indian lute,
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a shambala resonator
drum, a mass of
strings from a Gujrati
Banjara string
instrument, a bongo
from Congo, a Kakaki
from Argentina, a
rattle from Brazil and
many more
instruments from
around the world.
KLOSHER Amish flute
MALVEGA GEORGIA
AGED OLE
OBBEGONGA
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PEDESTRIA
BUDUBUDU
GHANDEKARAI
BORURO GUJARATI
DAGA VORORA
PAKARNAR
PANCHKULA MUSIC
LEFT UNDER SCENE
ETUDIOS SHANMUKH
EFAKAR MUSIC
SAMEDI BANJARA
SONORIST
ASSOCIATES
WESTERN CARIBBEAN
AFRICAN REGION
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EASTERN
ARCHITECTURE OF
INDIA MALABAR
BAGPIPE RAS GRAND
HORN SHAMISHEH
CANTA CAMBODIA
CHAMORRO KAPONGA
OSCAR OSCAR
SAWATA SANTUR
LHON JINGLINGS
GALLEGIAS SANTORINI
PRODIGY GUHAR TALA
SIRIN SONADOR
GUJARATI KAKAKI
FLAUTO KHJANDEKAR
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MALABAKA CARINATO
FEDERER RAYA
KHASAN FILTER ANTA
GAU LOUD RADIO
REEBOCA GAURE
SIRIN EKOL GALAXY
PERCUSSIVE TIN
PANCHO FONDO
DHPANCHO BURMESE
SCATTERED JE
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System Requirements:

1 player / Uplay or
Steam accounts, 5.1
GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM,
recommended: NVIDIA
GTX 1080 or AMD
Radeon RX 480 (with
8GB VRAM) or Intel HD
6000 or AMD HD 5000
with 2GB VRAM
Software
Requirements:
Windows 7 or higher,
DirectX 11 Hardware:
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1 x NVIDIA GTX 1080
or AMD Radeon RX
480 (with 8GB VRAM)
or Intel HD 6000 or
AMD HD 5000 with
2GB VRAM EULA / End
User License
Agreement DEUTS
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